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1.

Abstract

The conventional states used to describe the scattering of particles

with spin are the covariant states and the Wigner states. In this paper

we describe the scattering of massive particles in terms of Mackey sta-

tes, which are analogous to the states used by Mackey in his induced theo-

ry of group representations, and whose advantage is that their Lorentz

transformation law does not involve the spin indices explicitly.(

The description with Mackey states follows the pattern of the deacrip-

tion in the well-known papers of Jacob and Wick and of Trueman and Wick and

covers in particular partial-wave analyses, discrete symmetries and cross-

ing. We hope that the usefulness and elegance of the Mackey states will be-

come evident in the course of the discussion.
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4.

1. Introduction

It is customary to describe relativistic particles of momentum

  < p2 = m2 > 0, po > 0) either by Wigner states |p,C> or by covariant

states |p,a> which have the Lorentz transformation laws and inner pro-

ducts (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)

U(A> 1 P.k) = IAP, 5,> DA(f'(:Ip), 1(p)) (1.1)

< *,1,1 p.'5 >    =   AR  bs(F' -Plays
and

U (X) 1 p,cl =   l'xp, de>  lik lx)
(1.2)

<p,4' I p,a> = 2& 2(p'-p)[Jlt,p) 'litip)]4
respectively. Here X is the Lorentz transformation in question, 1(p) is

a standard boost from the rest momentum k = (m, 0, 0, 0) to momentum

p = 1(p)k, DJ is the spin j representation of the rotation group and

b( X)   is a representation  of the Lorentz group  {X } whose restriction  to

rotations contains the representation DJ. To avoid redundant components

a, D(A) may be taken to be the (j, 0) or (0, j) representation of {A}.

In general, 1(p) can be written as

'1.(f)= r (*,0,-1 ) 1(p) 1,(P (1.3)

where (0,0,-0) is the Euler angle parametrization of the rotation group,

z(p) is an acceleration in the positive z-direction which takes k to

(po,0,0,|p|),  (0,0) are the polar angles of P, and r(p) is a rotation

whose dependence on p fixes the choice of 1(p). Two standard r(p) are

r(p) = 1 (Jacob and Wick)(7) (1.4)

r(P) = r(0,0,-0) (Foldy) (1.5)
-1                  (8)

If Wy   E jivAP MvAPP is the Pauli-Lubanski operator, the Jacob-Wick
++

states Ip,C> are eigenstates of the helicity operator proportional to W p.
3\A
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5.

Each kind of state just described has its own advantages. For

example, because helicity commutes with the total angular momentum ope-

rator, the Jocob-Wick states are very suitable for partial-wave expan-

sions, while for reasons of locality, the covariant states are useful

for the study of crossing symmetry.

In the present paper, we wish to propose the use of a third kind

(9) ,
of state, namely the Mackey states IX,C>  defined by

IA,k>= If,el> 2.-SCA)  =  Ii),9> D ,3 (CIP'X) ,    p= Ak (1.6)

Special cases of (1.6) are

1  lip,  .5->    =      1  P, i> , (1.7)

and these special cases of Mackey states have been discussed previously

(5)
by Moussa and Stora .   From  (1.1)   or   (1.2) ,   we   see  that the Lorentz trans-

formation property  of the Mackey states is, simply,

U(%)12,3> = 1*313> (1.8)

while the inner product is

< A,51*,S'> = 286'(P-pl) Di. (2-' A'), p= Alt, Q-·MI  (1.9)35

Note that the 6-function in the inner· product guarantees that A-11  is a

rotation. The simplicity of the transformation law (1.8) and the indepen-

-         dence of the Mackey states of the boost 1(p) are the principal advantages

of the Mackey states and are the reason for their introduction. The price

paid for these advantages is that the states IA,Cs  are functions of the
+

six variables X instead of the three variables p. Hence they are not linearly

independent, but, as can be readily verified from the definition (1.6), they

satisfy the subsidiary condition

1243> =  IX,E'> ts (1 1 1 k G   So B)2 (1.10)
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where SO(3)k is the little group of k = (m, 0, 0, 0). Note that the sub-

sidiary condition is a condition on the functional dependence on A of

l A, C>     and  not a condition to remove redundant components.

Equations (1.8), (1.9) and (1.10) are the basic equations satisfied

by Mackey states, and it is easy and instructive to check that they are

self-consistent. In the following sections, we shall describe the reduction

of the two-particle Mackey states, using methods which are fairly standard

(2,3,5,6,7,10,11) . We hope that· the elegance and usefulness of Mackey states

will become evideit during the discussion.

It might be worth mentioning at this point a natural affinity between

the Mackey and Jacob-Wick states which arises as follows: Since every Lorentz

transformation A can be written in the canonical form(1) A = rzh, where r

and h are rotations in the little group SO(3)k' r is of the form r(0,0,-0)
and z is an acceleration in the positive z-direction, we can write

1 2,3>    =        1  r z  k , &        =      I r 1   ,  t,  '>     D , s (A) (1.11)

by using the subsidiary condition. Thus the states |rz,C> form a 'natural

basis' for the general Mackey states and we shall henceforth refer to them

as one-particle base states.

On the other hand, from (1.3), (1 .4) and (1.7) we see that

I r l  ' .5 >   =   1 p,r> (1.12)T\Al

where the subscript  JW emphasizes that the Wigner states in question are

-            defined by the Jacob-Wick choice of boosts 1(p), namely

i (p) = r (4,0,-4,3 1(0 (1.13) ·

Thus the one-particle Mackey base states and the one-particle Jacob-Wick

states are identical.
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Finally, it should be mentioned that although we have used here

the  parameters  X  of the Lorentz group  L     as the variables  in   | A,C>,
this is for intuitive reasons. Strictly speaking, to allow for two-valued

ray representations  .DJ  and   $, we should'use as variables the parame-

ters  u of the covering group SL(2,C), with  X(u) as the representative

of u  in L  .  However, the distinction between  A(u) and  u becomes

significant only in the section on crossing and so we use A rather than

u  in all other sections.

1
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2. Two-Particle States. Natural Basis

We shall assume until the end of section 6 that the two particles

we are considering are not identical. In section 7 we shall indicate the

modification that is necessary if they are identical.

The most general non-identical two-particle Mackey state is clearly

1 X",95' ,  4,31, )   =     1 A„3, >     0      1 3: ,i j,Y (2.1)

On account of the subsidiary conditions the two-particle states (2.1) are

not linearly independent. We now prove a lemma which selects out a natu-

ral set of base states.

Lemma.  For any pair of Lorentz transformations Al,A2,  there exists a

single Lorentz transformation X such that

(4)3    =       C  X "i, 4,   244) (2.2)
A B

where

t        _   n,-)    7 -1 9 k, =  54%'   Ag'4 1    -     01      A A l and (2.3)

are rotations around the k-axis (Wigner rotations), and the.za

are pure boosts in the positive z-direction to energies

wals,   9   (3  +   <-   *r) /A€        ,             Q.  + k (2.4)

where

-                                                    S  =    CR + Pp.)1,          11 =   Aa Aw    ,        44 =    (114,O,0,03
-1

Proof:  Let A   be the Lorentz transformation that brings Pl+P2 to rest
+ +

and aligns P 1-P2  along the positive z-axis. Then

T,1 At 121 = 2, 131 , &-1    A,   *24   =      11  42 2 (2.5)

where

lu,+  01)"    =     (9• 1*1   +  t,   4 )'.   - s
(2.6)
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From these equations the results follow at once. Note that  X

is unique up to a rotation around the z-axis.

Using the lemma we see clearly that for any general Mackey state

 Al   '12, 6 1, 4 2>         'we     have

11& 5 -61,  1 )    1, 1'k= fAT,l*,A12(6),3;,  > i ,4(",) DS.(4) (2.7)

1,and hence that the states |Azl(s)) Az2 ls),41&2> form a natural basis.
(The basis is slightly overcomplete since a rotation around the z-axis

in A can be pulled through the z's and absorbed in the D(h) matrices,

but this is a trivial DOint which we shall ignore).

For the centre-of-mass states in particular, the two-particle base

states
1 Azl(s),Az21(5*1,7&2>  can be reduced to |rz 1(4' rz21<*) , Cl,(22

where r = r(0,0,-0) and it is interesting to compare these states with

the conventional Jacob-Wick states. Using (1.11) we have

jrl,ls),r<ls),31,%1'7 = IR,31>34 0 11>k > (2.8)111 1 5W

=       |  11,&,   , -3;75w        ,
where' the minus sign before 42 comes from the Jacob-Wick convention, and

+ +
we have P1 + P2 = 0. Note that there is no phase-factor in (2.8),

- -.
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3. Reduced Two-Particle States

To reduce the two-particle states with respect to the Poincare
-1group, we take the centre-of-mass states   rzl ' rz-  .C  · 6-> and follow2 '  1-  2

the conventional procedure of averaging them over the rotation group

SO(3)k to obtain a state

.i ir              J8                        11,m   (i.51.3"S>  =  fdpir)  R, .Er)  1 1,3, cs),r*,63),5,©, (3.1)3,04 0

r e  SO e)k
Here we normalize the SO(3)k invariant measure dy(r) so that the volume of
the' covering group SU(2) is unity [see Appendix), and s = (Pl + P2)2 =
= (z 1kl +  k2)2 as in (2.6). In contrast to the conventional case, if we
now apply a Lorentz transformation U(A) to each side of (3.1), we pick up

no D-matrices (thanks to the simple transformation law for Mackey state

vectors) and we obtain the analogous formula

/'1

3 f   £ ,6              n-   IA,m  cj s),5,34'>      =      f drlr)    D         (r J    IAr-31,Artrl, 4&61) (3.2)3,+51 ·n'In-

We call the states |A,m(js),4 1.,4 > the reduced two-particle states. What2

we now wish to show is that the nomenclature is justified, i.e. that (3.2)

does indeed effect a reduction with respect to the Poincar6 group.To show

this, we must show that the states  A,m(jsj41'62> satisfy the basic rela-
tions (1.8), (1.9) and (1.10) of the Mackey states.

The first property, the transformation law

ul*) 12* (15),Ii,Ke,>  = 118,7,L (Js), 31,;527 , (3.3)

follows immediately from (3.2). The third relation, the subsidiary condi-

i--
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tion, is established as follows: from (3.2), we have for ge SO(3)k

I,1,% lis),5„©=  S dplr) D'*(r) Ilgri"Agrw(,sA>  ,  41." 4,3*
'#1£

-  Jdfc,) Dtlf'r) 1 Arl.,ArYJ, 5,6>
(3.4)

i*

=  4., C<)  1<Ile)  <(r) 1 Arli,Ar , SA)

= ti, C<)  It,4 (js),L» =  IA,446),SA>  D „(0)m1n

where we have used the unitarity of DJ. This is the required relation.

It should.be emphasized, however, that this result depends critically

on our use in equation (3.1) of the two-particle base states

rz 1'   r z 2 1,4 1' 42> corresponding  to the Jacob-Wick states   of  the   con-
-1    -1 -1ventional theory. Had we used, for example, the states Irzlr  , rz r  C r>2    '  1- -2

·

which correspond to the Foldy states, the kets on the right hand side of

-1         -,(3.4) would have been replaced by IAgrzlr   , Agrz21r 1 , 41' 42> and not
-1 1 -1 -1 -1

Ikgrzlr  g- , Agrz2  r 'g  , 41' 62, ' and so the g could not have been

5%' .
transferred to Dmnlr)

The third conditon, namely the existence of an invariant positive de-

finite inner product for the states IX,m(js),41'42> is actually *uaranteed
by the first two conditions (3.3) and (3.4), since these conditions tell

us that we have a reduction of a representation which is already unitary.

However we wish to show that not only does the.positive definite invariant

inner product exist, but that it has the same explicit form as the inner

product (1.9) for the one-particle states.. To show this we note that equa-

tion (3.2) defines in principle the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients

<Azl, Az21, 41't:2 lA , m(js),nl 'r12>' and a (nontrivial) calculation,in the
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appendix shows them to be

<AFE:,1 gil  31*11 *,m (js),7„© I Zp YC p-£:)Di.l)-'* )8-,18,„«(01(,4
2'1         ..1' (1

(3.5)
where

P =   1'2,4,  +  1<4, Aa-  \    ao     , - ,0,L    -  c m     on      \

F= X< 4  +RK' 1%' (3.6)

S=P   ,     s'  =  P'    1    % =  4+ 5,  ,    9 (5)=   84/Jr*)
4,5,2  -  te-(.vn, ™0,3 Ls -Cm,- mi) ]/45   ,   *S): 19"1Using the expansion (3.2) and the ortnogonality relation

1,

' Idp(r) DZ lr)  6 ,CP) = -1- 6,·  8     6
6#3+1 13' 4,171,) nn) (3.7)

we obtain at once the inner product relation

<A,ln lis),56-IX,74 (,1'59,3'451> = %9.3,U-P') ill-":)N (3.8)

where

N    =  4 ).   8 (3-9) &3,4  &431'    (3.9)

Apart  from the relativistically invariant "normalization factor"  N,  the
inner product (3.8) is of exactly the required form.

We see therefore that the ansatz (3.2) not only effects a reduction into

irreducible representations of the Poincar6 group, but effects it in such

a way that the reduced states IX, m(js)361'42> have exactly the same pro-

perties as one-particle states of mass s , spin j and "internal" quantum
1/2

numbers    4 1  and     4 2'

The inverse formula to (3.2) is obtained by using the completeness

relation

\

23 (zj+I) Di' (r) D ,Lf')  =  3(r-'k),   fd ttr)alr) = 1, (3.10)
bm,11

11192
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Multiplying both sides of (3,2) by (2j+1) D 1(h) and summing over

j, m, n  we obtain

IA£,4,1644, -5,-52   = E   (1,j +1)  1»1(js),3,34>    k: R,(4) , (3.11)
J)ht

-         and in particular

1 1,„2'32,1„&27 = 0  (9.j+1)   \A,3,+3,2* lis), 3,45%'7 (3.12)
J

We have already seen that the states  |  Azl '  Az-1.  C  .  c-  >  form a2 '  1' 2
complete basis for the two-particle states. From (3.12) we now see that
the same is true for the reduced states   X, m(js), 41'42>'
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4. Reduced T-Matrix

We turn now to scattering, and except when there is danger of con-

fusion, we shall riot distinguish between ingoing and outgoing particles,

denoting both pairs with indices   1   and  2.   We do not assume  .that  any  of  the

masses are equal.

Let T be the conventional T-matrix normalized by the unitarity con-

dition

£ (T t-T)  = T W T (4.1)

and  let 71   be the projection operator  on the two-particle sector. Since

T is Poincar6 invariant, it commutes with linear and angular momenta.

Hence if |l,m(js  4 > is a rest-frame state with quantum numbers (m j s)„  1,42
SO is 11- T 11,1lt(js),Cl,42;. It follows that T T  l,m(js),61'42> is a

linear combination of the states Ir, m(js), 61 't:2,, and since the latter in

turn are linear combinations of the states  |  i,m(js), 61 'Ci> on account of

the subsidiary condition, it follows that we have the expansion

'Tr TI 1,mt Cis),36.,7 -  P  -r i       ls)   11,M Gs),P»P·27- L-1 i (4.2)
P. '12.      '411; Sist

This expansion defines the reduced T-matrix 1 * Cs) . In the
--r J

Plriss,J>
presence of only elastic scattering the reduced T-matrix satisfies the

-         same formal unitarity condition as T itself, for if we sandwich equation

(4.1) between states of the form 11,m(js) - r- -60> and there are only two-body
3  91 '  4

intermediate states in T T, we obtain

i  (731 *           8)- Ti cs)\   =   F     Tl*           (s) TJ ls) 03,Si Apx P''A91 4,16- J A--1 P,24(TJL 75,36>55 (4.3)
a-Arj

which is formally the same as (4.1).

The expansion (4.2) defines the two-particle matrix eldments of the

full   T -matrix  (4.1) in terms  of the elements  of the reduced 7--matrix,
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and they can be extracted as follows:  First, we have

<A,vt (js),3,4*1  T  lt,¥11  (i's,),5;,st)  - 2 'TJ'     (s)<A,m(is):3,%11,*OVA/dft
*4 455, St

CY.21

- grqLS) ,

1Jtl mw .,br,34/,1
- - 6,54)2ZJ'(p.p') 5Ul D'   C>')12..  . ts) (4.4)

using the value for the inner product found in the appendix.  Then from

(3.12) we have

<Pa l ls), 291 (5) ,3,4 1  T 1 2, (s ' ) , 9  (s ' ), S)  46 ; 4 >  =

=   I (li+I)(,2j4 1)  <1,3#3* l S), 565,j   T  11,5'+51( i's'),s' r' '*
(4.5)

'   3,01 C

.* _L &(s-s,) gpo &'(P-P') S (4+1) tj
(t )   72  .                Cs)

ir<ICS) 4* 13>51 4454 52

In equations.(4.4) and (4.5) the 6-functions ensure that A is a rotation, so

that D (A-1) makes sense.  It is necessary to put X in only one of the kets

in each equation, because T is a Lorentz invariant, and hence the more
general matrix elements <A...IT lA'...> can be changed immediately to
<A,-1 x...IT |1...> . The only change in (4.4) and (4.5) which is necessary
to allow for the change is D3(x-1) + D (1-11'), with the same subscripts.

To  identify the reduced matrix T  (s) in conventional terms we compare

(4.5) with the corresponding formula for Jacob and Wick states (equation
(30) of their paper) and allowing for the different normalizations of the

product states, we obtain

T

TJA N' Cs)  =  <4,-Sal TTLE) Ill„-14> (4.6)

From the comparison we see that the two reduced T-matrices are identical

except for the signs of the second indices 42' 112.



=2-
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5.  Parity

The incorporation of the discrete space-time symmetries (parity and
(                      -*lillI...I../...*....'-'--.=» .,+

time-reversal) is one of the most elegant parts of the Mackey state forma---£-I.-- ...   ......

lism.  In particular it avoids the use of phase conventions.
We ·consider first the parity operator   and assume in the conventional

manner that it is linear.  For the one-particle Mackey states this means
that

)  1  lk'.5        =          1   31''  3,   >     rts' 5
(5.1)

ir      -1where X  is the parity transform of X, sometimes written as X  = gAg where
g is the metric tensor, and n is a matrix to be determined.  Its matrix ele-
ments nc'C are determined by the compatibility of (5.1) with the subsidiary
condition

1                                            1  A h, 3'>      =          1  A, 3'  7     Di       (4) , tb e   SO(3) 92345                          (5.2)
as follows: Parity means space-inversion in the rest-frame k. Noting that
(Ah)  = ATrh we obtain  from (5.2) after applying the parity operator J> to
both sides

5,      Dts ('0    =     i      <+10  41#                                                            (5.3)
petti

Since D(h) is irreducible, (5.3)'implies that n must be a multiple of the
identity, and hence (5.1) reduces to

9145> 0 Q 'AS,3.7 j
(5.4)        ,

where n is a number which we call the intrinsic parity.  The involutive natu-
re of'} then implies that

na :=
c                                                                 .(5.5)

1
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Equations (5.4) and (5.5) incorporate the operation of parity on the one-

particle states.

Let us turn now to the reduced two-particle states.  From the definition

of the reduced states l A,m (js ), 61 '42 )'the commutativity of 1>with rotations
9 -1

r and z =z , we have

CPM,ln  (js),3„5,,   =    fdy,(r)  b :ir)  9|2re„Ar,i ,36517 (5.6)

A/*  , r 4 T
- fc'plr) D-ir)  A-r4,Xr<,»2 4,91 , (5.7)

YL = 4+51
To proceed further with this expression it is convenient to introduce at

this point the charge-conjugation matrix C = exp (i NJ2) which corresponds

to rotations around the y-axis through an angle w in SO(3)k' and has the
properties

Ci.   =   C- I)i-i. 8
- ci D' Cf'3 0-'" Di*(6) , c=  C '1-11. 9 (5.8).1 r

C 16 c  = 1-1
with respect to SO(3).  We then have

J*
f,1 A,nt 45),5 25 ,>  =  Sdp(11 13, nu ) I fr ta, c, lirr 6' 92' c,332) 9,1,

(5.9)

=  fclgier) 9*(rc)   lix rgc, A*riC c,KLjo fl,91
;

p.

1*  5    1

= IcIFW) t :' 0')159'240.*4«>11,96.  94   06.
where we have used the subsidiary condition to extract the last two C's. Hence

.*                 i'        r 31?11''m GS),542> =   1/,4,1  (js), #Di> '1111* d
314,+49'ts, "ils.  

(5.10)

=  '1,1  I A , m    ( 33), -Zi, -'527



-

-

...'.
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where

7,i  =  'l, 9*  (-1 )
4-J:-Jz

(5.11)

Thus the effect of parity on the reduced states is the same as on the one-

-       particle states, except that the sign of the 'internal' quantum numbers

61 and 42 are reversed, and that the intrinsic parity is the compound ex-

pression 912'

The selection rules for the reduced T-matrix when parity is conserved

are now easy to obtain.  On the two-particle sector we have, from the defi-

nition of.the reduced T -matrix and using the summation convention

J

T            ( s) 11,711 (i s),3„51') 41 T 1 1, 'm c is),15, P' 4'>3,3111·11114 (5.12)

Applying the parity operator f  to both sides of this equation, assuming

that Q/ commutes withT, and using (5.10) we obtain

-TZ .'.L (s)11,¥n (js),-   „    1
YV&) pirf  116    -&   > 9 =71'TILL,,n  ( 11),-113,-/4'7  9,4

(5.13)

b -14 ls)  It,ln (jO,4,1-42 rl"' -4 -3,5-,l,14
from which on comparing coefficients, and using (5.11), we have

7 1             cs, =T J
(5)  9,4213 94  (-1)1,+J:-i,-34

\

jisl''hy# -5,-367'P3-b (5.14)

The   relati on   (5.14) is identical  to that obtained .by Jacob   and  Wick.



.....
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6.  Time-Reversal

We assume as usual that the time reversal operator 3 is anti-linear.

We then have

7  1 A i l l   =   1  13  32  >  E 45
(6.1)

where £4'4 is a matrix to be determined,AT is the time-reversal of A and

-                         the trans formati on is understood   to be anti-linear.        Ar is actually   the

same as ·the parity transform Alr because, like parity, time-reversal leaves

the rotations invariant and reverses the boosts.  However, the anti-lineari-

ty of '3 means that the condition for the compatibility of (6.1) and the

subsidiary condition (5.2) is not the analogue of (5.3) but

14
Dj'J,(A')  Es,1;     =    E 1"3'   Dk.3  6·11')

(6.2)

where star denotes as usual complex conjugation.  To solve (6.2) we note that

if C is the charge-conjugation matrix defined in the last section, then

from (5.8)  CJ  as exactly the property (6.2) required of E. Hence from the

irreducibility of DJ(h) we have

= p rj
£3's V  i./1,5 (6.3)

where  £ is a number. The involutive nature of J together with the anti-

linearity, imply that

1 6* E      I
(6.4)

Hence the action of tf on the one-particle states is

7 1 2, -s,       =     6    1  PT,   r>   >       C Jy/
(6.5)

where the number e is unitary and the transformatioh is understood to be

anti-linear. Using the subsidiary condition we can actually reduce .(6.5)



1/

1
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to  a more compact form, na]nely,

3 11,3-> =  E 1130, k>
(6.6)

a simplification that is clearly peculiar to Mackey states.

To determine the operation of '3 on.the reduced two-particle states

we  first note that since   r'tz r,  '33 = c'*-1,

7 I AB,2 9 3') = E 1 Arfyted,3 > = E I g re fE, 75 >
(6.7)

and hence, using also the anti-linearity of <3,

g 1,4,# (js),3„ki  - 3 '1'clp(r) b :,(r) 1Ar;  ,& rEE ,3,&51>
t

= fd,t(r) b,3'9 IA<rc BE„ Arr 64,540 461
(6.8)

-   fc'I'(r)   bill«-,)'friz      'X'r <,Ts„,  6,8,4nri                              19

On the other hand from (5.8) we have

DS(„rc-') =  ti;Cr) ( C·))-'  =  (Ci)-   D     (r,1  =   C i  Dix (r)
1 314 /

N'

1                                                                    (6.9
where tilde denotes transpose    C   may be taken  to  be  real ') . Hence

0. A

I
5 12,,m(ji),3,&31'> = CJ    id») Di (r)12Irllt,frli ,St,© 616*9,1771'             411

= 6, El  'AT, 92 (js), 3, 27      '2'4.C              (6.10)

= 8,.Ed I Vre''t (js), E,;Su>

Thus the operation of U on the reduced states is exactly the same as on

the one-particle states, with E = Elf2

·To obtain the selection rules imposed on the reduced T-matrix by time-
reversal invariance we use the general relation

(a,Tb) = (-r+a,b) . (0'6, UT a)  = (36,7-3©
(6.11)1--
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where the second step expresses the anti-linearity of '3, and the third

step T-invariance. Inserting the reduced states  (3.1)  into  (6.11) we

obtain in particular

< A, M ( j s ), 53 3 4 1 T 1 1., T n ( j s) ,S, &5 35  =  < d, m g's ) 5 5,-111   / 12, M (js) ,3, » 19 1,

x €: E: €, 64 (6.12)

and hence

Tl    13) = Efi  83 24  1      Cs)
-rj

31 liE'  %,&£, 3 4
(6.13)

a result which again agrees with that of Jacob and Wick.  Note that for

elastic scattering 7-J(s) is properly symmetric.
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7.  Identical Particles

The physically realizable two-particle states of identical particles

are the symmetrized and anti-symmetrized combinations for bosons and· fer-

mions respectively. Hence they can be obtained from the two-particle sta-

tes which we have hitherto discussed by applying to them the projection ope-

rator

a   =    1 1   +    G i,4.   li*  1   / Vi'
(7.1)

where 1 12 is the exchange operator defined by

11  11 1,2'·, 1 ,&51,   =   | 2 .Sm 1, 544 7
(7.2)

In this section we wish to derive the explicit ·form of  Q for the re-
duced states

1 X.,m(js ), 4132 '>.   From  (3.2)  and  (7.2) we  have

R  IA,m (js),4,5.'7  ·= Jclpir) b *(r)  IRrk    Ari
1114 2'7 " 31 '542, (7.3)

Comparing this equation with (5.7) we see that

lil  19£,19 (is), 15451'7  -  3  191 ,7n (is3,7646, 12 9  91
14) (7.4)

where   is the parity operator.  Hence frdm (5.10) and (5.11) we have

7,2 IX,trt(JS),5Mt,L  = 11:m Cjs),-ta,-,5,5. (71)i- j'                  (7.5)

From (7·1) we then have

0 -  (1 +  cq)J  R'a' l /#E
(7.6)

where R  is the exchange operator12

Pli I ,ln(ls),$,;2.') a IX,2 ( s) -3  -T 59    2-9  vt /
(7.7)
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8.  Crossing for Covariant and Wigner States

Be fore proceeding to the crossing relations for Mackey states,  it
is convenient to recall first the conventional crossing relations, using

as a starting point the crossing relations.for the covariant states derived

rigorously by Bros,  Epstein and Glaser The relations are
(10)

(R R.,4, 41 'T I R   '0139(4   f (-1 )   (R - Ps, cM, Ci3 1 T  1 -R,  4,6144 / 1 (8.1)

(11)  %1where 9 is unity if 2 and 3 are fermions and is zero otherwise 1 is

the  T --matrix  with the energy-momentum conservation 6 -function removed.    The
right hand side is obtained by the substitution (p2, P)) + C-Pit' -P3 
from the alternativ'e channel amplitude (PlP3'ala31  IP2P4'a2al,>
transformation law

(811,0,da  IT  I R,P4,01. 4>  =  (Ali  Aps,O(ir(j  11- 13B. AP4 '40(4   > i
(8.2)

144 (A)
dll)

We distinguish the covariant and Wigner states by the use of  a,a',... and

4.4',.... for the spin indices.  It is crucial in this equation that both

the incoming and outgoing states corresponding to particle 2 and 3 transform

according to the same representation ' (a)(A) of the Lorentz group. Other-

wise the positions of a2 and a3 could not be interchanged in (8.1).  This

means, however,   that the outgoing states    (p,a     are   not the natural adj oints
<p,ot J  of the incoming states, since the latter would trans form according  to

the conjugate representations  (a)x(A).  The relationship between the two

sets of states is

I p,06)    =      i p,01  >    Mot,8(P)
(8.3)
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where the matrix M(p) is given by

Mip, =   3 (t) 30(t) C (8.4)
.

1 being any Lorentz transformation that accelerates the momentum from

rest to p, and C being the charge conjugation matrix of section 5, which
with  respect   to the complexification  D (A)   of    b (r)   has the property

c   0*  C -1     =   C 1 + 3-1 .(8.5)

Equations (8.1) - (8.4) summarize the crossing relations for covariant

states.

i The transformation law (8.2) is actually important not only for defin-

ing the transformation properties of the states in the manner .just discussed,

but also for relating centre-of-mass configurations .  For (P lp2 ) and (P l P 3 )

cannot  both be centre-of'i:lass confi gurations except   in the trivial   case   of

forward scattering. But (Pl P2) and.(AP1, AP3 ) can both be centre-of-mass,

provided that A is suitably chosen.  Indeed if (Plp2) and (AP 1, AP3) are

both z-directional centre-of-mass configurations (i.e. incoming particles

moving along the z-axis in both cases) then X is actually unique up to a

rotation around the z-axis, and we can write X = X(P1P2P3P4)*

Finally, we note that in order to insert (8.2) into (8.1) and relate

centre-of-mass configurations we must continue the  (A), A = X(plp2P3Plt) to

 (A), A = A(Pl, -P2' -P3' Pl,)· This requires a specification of paths in

the SL(2,C) ®SL(2,C) space corresponding to the path p +-p. This compli-
(10) (11)cation is discussed in detail  in  refs.   .     and  ·    :and  we shill return  to  it

briefly in the discussion of the Mackey states.

To obtain the crossing relations corresponding to (8.1), (8.2) and
(8.3) for Wigner states one uses the definition of the Wigner states ih

-



1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ,
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I terms of covariant states from (1.6) and (1.7), namely

i p, '5>   =    I p,ot >     93       (1(p)   ,45

where f(p) is the standard boost.  One obtains at once from (8.1), (8.2)

and    (8.3)    the    relations

r (1) ne i

(RP,k,ki IT lilli,53©=66 (8 -8,3,6;11-1-RA'Xb,>.Jit0  -454<-13      (8.6)fi

where the amplitude on the right hand side is obtained by the substi-

tution ( 2' 3      C-PJ'-P2)  from the alternative channel· amplitude  with

the transformation law

(Rp,3,1319'FLP+,3£54>= (RAP,)3*5; 191AfiRPi,51&4> S
(8.7)

,  [11,51(4')...     b*, Ch,)
the ha being the Wigner rotations

The values of  (a)(-1) in (8.6) are to. be specified by the path of ana-

lytic continuation. The relationship between the outgoing kets (p,<|and the

adjoints   <p, clof the ingoing  kets  is much simpler  for the Wigner  case,

namely

(R K  I          =    <p, '53   1     CSE
(8.8)

where C is the charge-conjugation matrix. The reason is that the D (b) are
rotation matrices and hence (8.5) reduces to D(C) Dx .D(C -1 ) = D  from
(5.8).



......
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9.  Crossing for Mackey States

To obtain the croising relations for Mackey states, we proceed in

analogy to the Wigner case, using the covariant crossing relations (8.1),

(8.2) and (8.3) and the definition (1.6) of the Mackey states in terms of

the covariant states, namely,

|p,3> =  Ip,ol>  £445 (Al , p=  A k (9.1)

In this manner we obtain for the Mackey states the crossing relations

(1.11.*,;5* IT |N:34'.5.,3.,. c-If-(Al,4.,3 #111- 14»p.,-63.   r  4)(*0 (4)' '3 3131
(9.2)

=(*15"(Whi,4,3,47,1 -TI-«,294,3' 5) 9 (4)3(-1)1' 4   3,4    4 1
where

(4161    -      <  1,-5,1     C h,k (9.3)

and the values of 3(a)(-1) depends  on  the  path of analytic continuation.

The last equation is the same as in the Wigner case and is equivalent to the

condition that all the states in (9.2) have the same Mackey subsidiary con-

dition i.e.

-                               IM,,1>=  1?45'>b    CA)     <11451=<A   '1  8'-  (4)      (* ·51=43*lb   (Al3# 2 2*3 3'5  (9.4)

Equation (9.3) is the same as in the Wigner case and is equivalent to

the condition that all the states occuring in (9.2) have a D  and not

a D matrix in the Mackey subsidiary condition.
j*

In practice, however, what is needed for some purposes such as partial-wave
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expansions   is   not   s6   much the crossing relations    (9.2)    and   (9.3)    for   gene -

ral Mackey states,  but the crossing relation for Mackey base states.     The

latter relati on  is not displayed  in (9.2) because,  as can easily be checked,

there  is no value  of  A for which incoming states  Al"A2'41'42>  and.
1 XX1'AX_,4 r.> are both base states. (Similarly the outgoi.ng states cannot3 1,73
both be base states).  To obtain a crossing relation for base-states we

let the Mackey states in one channel, (11'X2'41'c2   113'14'43'44, say,
be base states, ans expand the states in the other channel into linear

combinations of base states according to the lemma of section 2. We then

obtain as a supplement to (9.2) the relation

(A"A"ht, 3 ITIA,B„344'> = (AE*)4,%,3 1#)A,b#,Iti  IX,<s)1,*A<04,434)
' (9.5)

where X,z.(s) and h. have been defined in section 2.  Equations (9.2), (9.3)11

and (9.5) are the complete set· of crossing relations for Mackey states, in-
cluding base states.  It will be seen that (9.5) rather than (913) leads to

the real analogue of the Trueman-Wick relation, since it contains the Wigner

rotations ha.  However, (9.5) is formally simpler since the Wigner rotations

appear   in the arguments   of the states instead of b -matrices. The D-matri -
ces can, of course, be extracted from (9.5) at any time by using-the Mackey

subsidiary condition.

A further slight advantage of the Mackey states is the possibility of

displaying explicitly in the argument the choice of paths in SL(2,C) 0 SL(2,C)-

space corresponding to p » -p, mentioned earlier. The ambiguity in paths

originates in the fact that for p + -p, we have X(u) + - 1(u), u € SL(2,C) ®

® SL(2,C), and the equation A(v) = -1 has two solutions for v in SL(2,C) e
© SL(2,C).  But for half-integral spin the proper definition of the Mackey

'

states is

1,1,3> = I p,a> 91  (11:> 7 *L€   SL(A, c)
Our

(.9.6)
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as mentioned in the introduction, and if we use this definition, then in

+       equations (9.1), (9.3) and (9.5) A is replaced by u throughout, while for

equation (9.2) we obtain

/4

Git,u.,3,1li ITI u,014,5,54)= 61) <Ut,Di4£3,1,>il TI 'tfli, 14,334 > W
(9.7)

68)

, 0&161)  561#61)
where v2 and v3 are solutions of A(v) = Ul.  In this way the choice of path,

namely the choice of v, is displayed explicitly in the states.
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Appendix

From the definition of | X,m(js),4142 >and the one-particle inner
       products we have ·

A E <%,2- ,s,AIX,mdjs) F p,> =1.

= fdp(,5  05*(r)  Di,  (2-'ArK)tti49'.Ar<)4ij,10*1(R-P,)6'CP.-1 )
9"n                      f}l ,

where

R --11 01  =((01  00 9, R' = Ar u,4,=  Ar  (2,  o e q) le (1".000)
-1 6

P:. = al.1   = Goto O -1, Fi =Ar<4=Ar(400 -91) N., (*1> ¢)'.
9-Pl<11»  CP'+P*) = Ob,+06 0 00)    2' = (p:+K) - Ar)(q:) =')3(11)    SIL =11» w,114
RQ=20(*2  4,-PD " (A,-e.  0 0 49)     1(f= F;-rZ *  Lpr  Q tf) 44 - Itcm,„'.)1*

* Is-(m,4]We then have

410,10%1'(8- 9,))8 (RE.3 =  4(01,0„9(12-1.)9(Q-Gl )
=   4 to,w,S'(p-p') Sl' 1- 1120  lilI « &(9(a,&:1)

=  4 10,60£'018(13-p,)  8(9- 01) 43  6  (32.(%,Arn))   ,  n=(000'J
9.-141

- 41'),Q.Rp-p,) t SCE-© 9/46(fl(%,Arn))

2                                               _ A A-1 Al (P- D') S (.Q en, Arn)')- „r4  -
1-

+ +where 0(a, b) denotes the angle between a and b, and we have P' = w; + (0'0 2
because of the 6-function 63(P-P,) = 63(P,)

14Since 4Poq  6 (P-P') is independent of r we may then write

A =45 4-'S'(P-49)  fdple) D  lp)  Di,   l<Ar'*)t '   6£ Ar<)Slslln,BrM)=41         » a;
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- 4 P.(11 34(P-P,).id tir) Di"o r) D"  l  r/ ) b"  (7,r 9,1 ) bli-t(it,Arn))1,171
A l l i            '                  1              644

-   4P. 9-1 8,(P-F) 18  (0-1  )fdp)   bjqir)  bl.t:ers,1)  i.(Virk)  8(Q(n,Ar'.))

where we have set z' =z, because of the 6-function 6(q'-q), and havea a
4used the fact that A is a rotation because ·of the 6-function 6 (P-P').

To evaluate the integral we parametrize r by means of Euler angles

r   =  (r,(  k   q)
cv·),r)      0     .1 1 O 6 <3 , ofc(< 211- , OAX<491'

16TE* 3 »)  =   d « d (cobW)6| g , &(»(n,rn,)= &(43 8(00

and using the fact that (0 0 y) commutes with z we obtain at oncea'

&  =    4  5 4-1  14 (P- P,)  DJ *   (Xt)     3L-
6 8   6

Yllyl
1611'4    "t 1',+PL    S''ll    &'ll

'4=   -1_   &1 (P-P,) Dj  (93 6 8 0 -* 3,+31.
11-gts) nm 51 v'     544.    0

: Using the Lorentz transformation property of the Mackey states, we then

have

<A Ft„ 9'51''S, *1 1 R, M (is), BL„21'> = <7;  a-'   3,;5* 1 7I' f, ln 4'53, p,11 >\, 17

=  ss   34(P-P,) bj
srq(s) 5,+32.711, &% A),  ' 11144+

r     '41

=ls-  6(.s-s') 6,48**=1&   2(2-23
b  (24*)L Jrp) SA k
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